Hardly a month passes without some announcement in the lay press about a new promising approach to detect or treat human cancer. The sad fact is that ~9.5 million individuals worldwide will die of cancer this year. 1,2 Almost two decades ago, Professor John A.
; imatinib can reasonably claim to be the father or grandfather to 35 FDA-approved tyrosine kinase inhibitors with many more in clinical development. Targeted drugs have assumed a major role in cancer regimens and have been one driver for the development of more personalized treatment schedules combining diagnostics with therapeutics. Some individuals have thoughtfully challenged the ultimate efficacy of the new targeted therapies and the personalized medicine approach, 5, 6 while others have demurred proposing that molecular characterization methodologies will evolve and that improved treatments are likely to yield better results in the future. 7, 8 It is my view that cancer pharmacologists, in general, have an optimistic disposition and fall into the second school of thought, perhaps because their research addresses such a challenging disease. Many of the targeted therapies are small molecules but there has been a steady growth in the role of biologics, which could even overtake small molecules in the future 9 (Figure 1 ). Two decades ago, it was hoped that gene therapy or at least nucleic acid-based treatments would be widely adopted but this has not developed as anticipated.
Currently, the emergence of durable responses in some patients with cancers with agents that modify the immune system using antibodies, small molecules and even cellular therapy (including cells that have been genetically modified) has generated enormous, possibly excessive, enthusiasm. Despite the adoption and enthusiasm for targeted and immune therapy for cancer, much also has not changed.
The cytotoxic agents, including radiation, continue to be the foundation of most cancer treatments. My guess is that the cytotoxic agents are not likely to depart in the near future. This raises the question: are we over hyping our successes or should we be humbler because we still have little insight into why some cancer agents are effective and others are not? The immediate hope that personalized medicine strategies would radically alter the patient outcomes have sadly not yet been fully achieved. 5 It may even have regrettably redirected valuable funds to misguided missions. So perhaps it is timely to reflect on at least a few of those previous thoughts 3 and consider the new challenges for the field of cancer pharmacology?
| The complexity of cancer
Long ago, we appreciated that cancer was not a single disease and focused our treatments based on the organ from which the tumor arose and its histological features. In the past two decades, with advanced tools, we have uncovered a multitude of molecular, biochemical and cellular differences among and within tumors, which have exposed a vast number of potential therapeutic targets, some druggable, others not. 10 Some of the putative targets may have essential normal functions, which may or may not predict toxicity, if subjected to target engagement. 11 The real challenge has been to rapidly and robustly prioritize, which of these differences are critical for the disease at the time of diagnosis. For example, we have exploited the availability of high throughput sequencing instrumentation to map, ever so deeply, the DNA mutations, amplifications, and deletions present in human cancer genomes. DNA mutations are abundant and in some cases the mutations themselves generated cells that spontaneously create more mutations because of their inability to control the fidelity of DNA replication and repair.
The genetic profiles of human tumors have produced entirely new classification schemes that have been proposed to reflect disease prognosis and therapeutic response. 12 At our institution, like many others, we now have regular Molecular Tumor Board meetings to supplement the more traditional histologically-aligned tumor boards, such as Breast Cancer Tumor Boards. Unfortunately, many of the observed DNA mutations have no known function, are not pharmacologically actionable, or may be legacies of prior events with only a "passenger" role. Some tumor types have no obvious generalized genetic driver mutations, such as ovarian cancer, or are mutationally "silent", such as many pediatric cancers. This complexity along with F I G U R E 1 Number of FDA approved drugs for cancer. Included in the biologics are enzymes, protein-based agents, including antibodies, and cellular therapies. Created with information from Drugs@FDA and 9 | 3 of 7 LAZO the recognition that there are many nongenetic factors that cause or promote cancer growth or dissemination has propelled the adoption of other analytical methodological approaches, collectively termed "omics", to decode the fundamental drivers of cancer, including transcriptional analysis with RNA sequencing, epigenetic expression profiling, and mass spectrometry-based proteomic and metabolic profiling, to mention just a few strategies being applied to primary tumors, metastases, and even circulating tumor cells. The results of these big data enterprises are widely available in public databases, such as the Tumor Cell Genome Atlas (TCGA), and are frequently used in drug discovery programs. Differences in gene expression between the primary tumor and metastases or even within a single tumor further adds to the complexity of cancer. This heterogeneity has propelled the use of multidimensional, high-content, single cell analyses to explore cancer cell sensitivity to drugs. We also now more deeply appreciate how important the tumor microenvironment, such as pH, oxygenation, glucose and amino acid availability, inflammation, and stromal cell content, is in determining how tumors react to compounds. Tumors rapidly adapt to treatments leading to drug resistance. We recognize that the extracellular matrix and rigidity in culture can markedly alter response to compound exposure.
This has fostered efforts to replace traditional two-dimensional culturing platforms with three-dimensional ones 13 and the development of organoid systems for preclinical studies. 14 It is surprising, however, that no single in vitro platform has emerged as optimal to predict drug responsiveness.
Two decades ago, the most advanced collection of human tumor cell lines to study potential therapies was the National Cancer Institute's 60 cell lines, known as the NCI60. 15 The hope was that this in vitro panel would empower users to identify which tumor type would respond to a given treatment in vivo. Ultimately and unfortunately, this hypothesis was not supported by the data. Some investigators concluded a bigger tumor panel was needed, embracing the "bigger is better" philosophy, so that today there are human tumor cell collections, such as the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) and the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC), which comprise > 1000 cell lines and have been highly annotated for compound responsiveness as well as DNA mutational status, gene expression, and proteomic profiles. Obviously, maintaining such large cell line sets, even with the increased availability of automated liquid handling platforms, is labor-intensive and expensive, especially at a time when research funds are finite. The optimal cell panel size remains to be tested rigorously. The availability of methods to genetically modify cancer cells with CRISPR technology, along with more transient suppression methods, such as small interfering RNA, short hairpin RNA and microRNA, has exposed the importance of the cellular context in cancers. We also know that some cancers have stem cell-like populations that are likely to have the major role in tumor growth but are intrinsically resistant to most therapies. 16 Caveat emptor: one cell line does not a conclusion make.
Preclinically, mouse models have dominated as the test platforms to evaluate new therapies sharing similar complexities and questionable predictive value with in vitro models. Tumors are now recognized by many as dysfunctional organs with an essential dependency on stromal cells, including endothelial, fibroblasts, pericytes, macrophages and other immune cells. 4, 17, 18 Robust debate continues about the utility of cell line-derived, genetically engineered, environmentally-induced, or patient-derived mouse tumor models. 19 How important is the location of the tumor implantation; should it be subcutaneous, intraperitoneal, or orthotopic? Several reviews summarizing the repertoire of available murine models have been published and the reader is directed to them for further details. [19] [20] [21] [22] The selection of route of compound administration also needs to be considers: should it be oral or intravenous or will intraperitoneal or subcutaneous suffice? In addition, cancer drugs are rarely administered as single agents so the schedule of drug treatments adds another level of complexity. In summary, there also has been no consolidation on the appropriate preclinical in vivo models. 19 Caveat emptor: one tumor model does not a conclusion make. Collectively, therefore, it is safe to state the field of cancer pharmacology has grown even more complex in the past two decades. This notion is reflected in the evolution of the hallmarks of cancer, 4, 17, 18 which have been expanded to a decagon of attributes ( Figure 2 ) and will likely grow.
| Tumor addiction to oncogenes
The prevailing belief two decades ago was the only good tumor cell was a dead one. The community began to identify oncoproteins that one could document, largely by genetic means, were responsible for cancer cell proliferation and invasion. Many of these oncoproteins and even oncometabolites, like 2-hydroxygluterate, formed the foundation of the cancer hallmarks ( Figure 2 ). Often the oncoproteins exhibited a gain of function activity, such as with an oncogenic tyrosine kinase, that could be targeted with small molecules or antibodies. In some cases, however, it was bewildering how inhibiting the newly gained function could cause cancer cell death. The notion emerged that tumor cells became dependent or "addicted" to the new enzyme activity, perhaps by re-wiring signaling pathways, and inhibition or withdrawal of the enzyme activity would prove lethal.
This "oncogene addiction" hypothesis was coupled with the observation that cancer cells could die not only by the seemingly passive and somewhat messy process of necrosis but also by the more processive and seemingly regulated program termed apoptosis. Proteins were identified that enabled tumors to progress by enhancing survival and prevented drug-induced apoptosis. 23 Landmark BH3-mimetic drugs, such as ABT-199 or venetoclax, which induced apoptosis, and BRAF inhibitors, such as trametinib, emerged helping to validate the oncogene addiction hypothesis. There was also a growing recognition that other forms of cell death occur including non-oncogene addition, which was a product of various forms of cellular stress to which cancer cells were exposed including DNA damage and replicative stress, mitotic stress, proteotoxic stress, metabolic strees and oxidative stress. 18 Complementary processes that inhibit cell replication include anoikis, which is anchorage loss-dependent death; necroptosis, which is a caspase-independent, inflammatory cell death; ferroptosis, which is an iron-dependent oxidative cell death; and senescence, which is irreversible cell cycle inhibition coupled with the secretion of cytokines, growth factors and proteases. 24, 25 There is considerable interest in finding therapeutics that disrupt many of these processes and the reader is directed to some useful reviews for further details. 26, 27 
| Nodes and scientific notions
The availability of large annotated cell lines, such as the NCI60 from the National Cancer Institute (see: CellMiner https ://disco ver.
nci.nih.gov/cellm iner/home.do) or the CCLE from Novartis/Broad
Institute (see: https ://porta ls.broad insti tute.org/ccle/), and human tissue samples from the Tumor Cancer Genome Atlas, Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Memorial Sloan Kettering and others, which are now readily addressable via the cBioportal for Cancer Genomics (www.cbiop ortal.org) and other websites, provide investigators a unique ability to rapidly query the mutational status, expression levels, and clinical importance of genes and gene products in specific cancer types. It is important to note that gene mutations or overexpression of a protein even when coupled to poor patient outcomes, does not prove causality; it is only a correlation. Too many cancer pharmacologists have been propelled by such correlations, which has resulted in misguided efforts to identify new therapies. 11 Remember the ideal drug target should be both necessary and sufficient for the cancer being studied. 11 The availability of such a large amount of publicly available data, the dramatically lower costs for DNA and RNA sequencing, and pathway analysis programs, such as Reactome (https ://react ome.org) or Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (https ://analy sis.ingen uity.com), have generated numerous computational interaction models, which produce hypotheses about vulnerable signaling nodes of cancer detection intervention. Unfortunately, these big data computationally-derived models often are not rigorously validated and then fail to live up to their predictions. We tend not to report these failures.
Nonetheless, the datasets continue to grow and the computational modeling methodology improves so many investigators hope these big data approaches will uncover valuable and targetable networks for cancer pharmacologists to explore in the future.
In recognition of cancer complexity and tumor dependency on oncogenic mutations, amplifications, and deletions, mechanism agnostic approaches have been adopted to help define cancer vulnerabilities to treatments. Most notable has been the use of synthetic lethal strategies modeled after well-established genetic methods, 11 which have facilitated the development of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors for patients whose tumors carry germline mutations that encode the essential DNA repair enzymes BRCA1 or BRCA2. 28 The availability of gene editing methodologies that disable individual components of the human genome should enable the F I G U R E 2 The decagon of cancer attributes. This diagram illustrates the major characteristics associated with cancer and a few selected classes of pharmacological agents used to perturb the processes. Classes of experimental agents that have not received regulatory approval are noted in dark green | 5 of 7 LAZO rapid extension of the synthetic lethal strategy to foster creative drug combinations. Critical for the success of this approach will be identifying drugs that can simulate the loss of a specific gene product and the need for cancer cell specificity.
| Immune cancer targets and drugs
Although the role of the tumor microenvironment and stromal cells in cancer progression has always been recognized, many of the prior efforts to therapeutically target the supporting cells, whether they were endothelial cells, pericytes, fibroblasts, or immune cells, were unsuccessful. The long-term survival benefit, at least for a small number of patients, lead in 2011 to the regulatory approval of ipilimumab, which is a monoclonal antibody tar- examining what at the time were four of the newest cytotoxic chemotherapeutics showed no significant advantage among themselves. 30 While the two studies should not be directly compared because of fundamental differences in the trial design, for example the former was with previously untreated patients while the later was with pretreated patients, the improved outcomes with the most recent study have generated considerable excitement. Overall, the response rates for single agent immune checkpoint inhibitors in some solid malignancies range from 20% to 40%. 31 There is almost a complete lack of understanding why tumors in some patients respond and in other patients they do not. Disturbingly, some patients have experienced an accelerated growth rate or hyperprogression of their tumors after single-agent checkpoint inhibitor treatment with no clear understanding of the causes for this toxicity. 31 In April 2017, the first chimeric antigen receptor T cell therapy, tisagenleclucel, was approved by the FDA for acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
| The future of cancer pharmacology
With cancer pharmacology, futuristic predictions are almost always inaccurate, if not outright wrong. Nonetheless, it seems likely that drug resistance will remain a significant problem irrespective of the therapeutic modality employed. For immune-oncology to advance, a more comprehensive understanding the molecular and cellular factors that determine response and resistance will be essential.
With the ascendency of biologics, such as antibodies, and cellular therapies, such as the chimeric antigen receptor T-cell tisagenlecleucel, perhaps this is the dénouement of small molecules for cancer therapy? It is interesting to entertain the possibility of a time when orally available small molecules, dominated by the skills of medicinal chemists, are in the minority of the therapeutic armamentarium of the oncologists and hematologists.
With the emphasis on precision medicine and target therapies, we have begun to see creative so-called "basket" or "umbrella" cancer drug clinical trials and even regulatory approvals of drugs targeting the presence of a specific genetic alteration that are not linked to a particular anatomical tumor site. This is occurring with PARP inhibitors and with immune-oncology drugs. Further information about these trial designs can be found elsewhere. 32 A large fraction of the appealing oncoproteins and tumor suppressors remain under the cloud of being undrugged, including transcription factors like Myc, intracellular signaling participants like Ras, and protein tyrosine phosphatases. 10 These may be addressable with the emergence of chemical degraders, often referred to as proteolysis-targeting chimeras or PROTACs. 33 The first of these proximity-induced bifunctional somewhat small molecules that targets the androgen receptor for degradation by an E3 ubiquitin ligase for prostate cancer, namely ARV-110, has entered Phase 1 clinical trials. There is considerable enthusiasm for the use of chemical degraders for many other intracellular cancer targets that heretofore have not been viewed as druggable 33 but it remains to be seen if this general approach will be limited because of poor anatomical distribution issues, such as penetrating the blood-brain barrier, or significant unanticipated untoward effects. There is also renewed interest in the use of modified nucleic acid-based therapies, including microRNA. 34 There have been exciting preclinical results reported using endosomal delivery systems as a platform to enhance the delivery and efficacy of short interfering RNA or short hairpin RNA specific to oncogenic KRas G12D , a common mutation in pancreatic cancer. 35 Nanovehicles are being explored that may be able to efficiently carry and deliver anticancer agents to tumor sites, exploiting differences between normal tissue and tumor microenvironments, such as vascular abnormalities, hypoxia and acidic pH. 36 I would like to believe we will see some consolidation around the optimal in vitro and in vivo model test systems for new agents and combinations in the future.
In summary, if this is not the golden age of cancer pharmacology, it most certainly is a different era. The explosion in new therapies, the possibilities of numerous possible combinations, and the persistence of drug resistance cries out for more involvement of cancer pharmacologists. The rich emerging omics databases may provide clues as to how to best use the next generation of cancer therapies and how to avoid resistance. The linkage of diagnostics, such as the estrogen and progesterone receptor status, with drug treatment regimens also has become routine. In many cases cancer is becoming a chronic disease with long term treatment strategies similar to other nonmalignant diseases. Concerns about the "financial toxicity" of new cancer agents, especially in the United States where new drug costs are not regulated and exceedingly high, and the low success rate of cancer clinical trials (<10% of the anticancer drugs that enter phase 1 trials are ever approved for clinical use), however, could weigh heavy on how we proceed. The sobering commentaries by others 6,37,38 on the high costs of drugs and the poor outcomes of cancer clinical trials are worth the reader's attention.
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